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Introduction

The City Manager’s Proposed budget was released April 18.  The Budget Committee, made up of the
City Council and seven appointed citizens, will review, discuss, and recommend their budget to the
Council.  The City Council is scheduled to adopt a final budget on June 4. 

The Budget Committee is scheduled to meet April 25, May 2 and May 9 at 6:00 in City Hall.   The
Budget Committee encourages citizens to learn about proposed changes to the budget and to provide
input.  Citizen comment is taken at both the beginning and end of the meeting. Attending the
meetings and providing direct input is very useful to the process.  If you are not able to attend a
meeting, an online opportunity is available here through Open City Hall for each meeting.  

This online comment period is for the May 2, 6:00 meeting at City Hall.
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As of May  3, 2013,  9:41 AM, this forum had:
Attendees: 132
Participants: 26
Hours of Public Comment: 1.3

20 participants posted comments
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Citizen inside Palisades May  3, 2013,  7:35 AM

Check your facts! The OCF has strict guidelines on how money can be used. How can Jannin Dunphy
know what goes on at the Adult Community Center? Has she ever set foot in the door? The ACC
serves the most neediest citizens in Lake Oswego who can't get to local "health clubs" but more
importantly are in need of a healthy nutritious meal or an exercise class to improve or maintain their
quality of life. Jannin's own family member benefited from the services at the ACC in the past. So it
seems that the ACC is serving the community, one an all.

Douglas Cushing inside Holly Orchard May  2, 2013,  2:10 PM

If the budget package proposal to delete an economic development program is considered, that
should be defeated.  As cities around us like Beaverton and Wilsonville adopt active programs to
attract new business we cannot sit and presume companies and individual entrepenuers will come
here without encouragement.  The effects of the recession are not yet overcome and LO must
compete for new players in the business world.  We have capacity in terms of office space and
redevelopment potential.  Retaining the department is the smart move.  We should not take a penny
wise pound foolish step by presuming a new City Manager can efficiently take on this role as well as
everything else he or she will be charged with doing.

Doug Cushing
Jordan Ramis PC
Holly Orchard resident
President elect, Lake Oswego Chamber of Commerce

Don Nash inside Evergreen May  2, 2013, 12:10 PM

Good evening. My name is Don Nash. I live at 725 Lake Forest Drive, which is in the Evergreen
Neighborhood.

I appreciate all of the work that all of you are doing in working on the Budget. 

I really don't know what I am asking. But, it would be helpful in preparing my comments for the May 2
discussion if I had available the minutes of the April 25 meeting! But they are not available, at least
not at this time. Maybe they will be ready by the opening of the May 2 meeting, which will be good,
not very timely!

Don Nash
503-819-3363
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On the published put's and takes list- you have property tax increasing $800K which will be a
permanant increase ie you will recieve $800K extra every year. For the most part, this money is
funding a one-time purchase of Hallinan woods ($750K).

It would seem either the tax should be a temporary increase or the purchase funded over a period of
time. Either way the gain from the tax would more than off-set the additional expenses.

I am in favor of the purchase but generally think that tax increases should be minimised.

Maria Meneghin inside First Addition May  2, 2013, 11:28 AM

Please do not cut the library budget.  It is one of the most efficient departments in the City, and has
been through much “streamlining” in the past decade in order to make it so.  Now, if you cut the
budget, you are cutting muscle, not fat.  Unlike many City departments, the library has seen a
reduction in staff from 37.9 FTE in 2001/02 to 33.7 FTE in 2011/12.  This in spite of the fact that our
circulation over the same period went from 1,190,000 to 1,353,000 (circulation figures express
increased library usage in all areas of library services from processing to programs to reference).
Please keep the library budget intact and maintain its ability to meet our citizens’ needs.

Maria Meneghin
First Addition/Forest Hills Neighborhood

2 Supporters

Name not shown inside First Addition May  2, 2013,  8:36 AM

The budget committee should not cut the office of sustainability or SAB. The decisions we make today
effect the future of our city. It is imperative that we consider sustainability when planning for the future.
If we are looking to attract families into our great city, we need to be forward thinking. The office saves
a tremendous amount of money for citizens through energy conservation programs. Please keep
sustainability a focus or else we will be leaving a mess for our children and grandchildren.

Virginia Haines inside Uplands May  1, 2013, 10:58 PM

As a citizen for Lake Oswego I wish to state why I think it is important to maintain the funding for the
City’s Sustainability Coordinator and staff support to the Sustainability Board.  This position and
support has been an important tool to both engage the citizenry of Lake Oswego as well as the
operations of the city itself in the process of preparing for a changing future that includes higher
energy costs, different age demographics and overall need to reduce waste.

I was one of the households that participated in the Solarize West Linn-Lake Oswego and added
solar panels to my newly renovated house.  It was one of the main reasons I bought and renovated in
Lake Oswego rather than another community.  This program showed that Lake Oswego was (at the
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time of its inception) thinking beyond the short term and how the city could help its residents prepare
for a changing energy climate.  

The businesses that participated in the Energy Efficiency on Main Street have seen the cost savings
of having a coordinator run that program for the city, saving businesses the application effort and
paperwork  if they had to pursue it on their own.  The question is:  would they have done so without
that support?

Lake Oswego needs to continually monitor its own energy use, sources of waste and other impacts
on the environment.  Given that this monitoring is done largely by Sustainability Coordinator, I have
not heard how that monitoring will be maintained without that support.  It is this kind of information
needed for appropriate policy decisions and efficient running of the city operations.

The recent start on recycling organics has been requested by those businesses that generate
significant amounts of organics.  To support and expand this effort a centralized coordinator is the
most efficient way to ensure its success.   

Lastly I would like to point out that grants for preparing our city for future energy efficiency, changing
transportation patterns and other sustainability issues have become less common and more
competitive to get.  Success at getting such grants now and in the foreseeable future requires a
knowledgeable person who is focused on the potential sources and knowledgeable of the community
where they would be applied.  

1 Attachment
https://pd-
oth.s3.amazonaws.com/production/uploads/attachments/11egwvy4nc6o.2g7/Lake_Oswego_support_for_sustainability_coord.doc
(25.5 KB)

Mick Mortlock inside First Addition May  1, 2013,  8:37 PM

As a futurist, I often speak with community leaders from around the country. I have learned how much
the quality of life in Lake Oswego is respected in other states.  This city has become home to actors,
teachers, musicians, corporate titans, retired admirals, generals, and even futurists. The reason: we
want to raise our children and nurture our grandchildren in a community that promises to deliver a
richer quality of life year-after-year. 
Yes, the Rose City is seen as a growing, thriving area, but Lake Oswego is seen as the most
desirable Rose in the Bouquet because it has been managed for sustainability. 
The long-term promise of sustainability helps bring Lake Oswego its prestige. 
In the face of this success, it surprises me that Lake Oswego is considering eliminating their
Sustainability Coordinator. 

Here are the Lake Oswego sustainability successes that others consider when they think of living or
investing here:

•	Energy efficiency programs that reaches from the city, to businesses and down to homeowners
•	Job creating clean energy programs
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•	Leadership in understanding and tackling greenhouse gas emissions
•	Community outreach programs that bring citizens into action to improve lives now and in the future
•	A vibrant and growing bicycle culture and the highly successful 100 mile challenge
•	Millions of gallons saved by water conservation programs 
•	Citizens have reduced their use of toxic pesticides
•	Farmers’ Market and Luscher Farms have led to more healthy and local food sustainability

Around the country, people look to Lake Oswego as an example that guarantees a high quality life
even if conditions deteriorate elsewhere. These efforts would have been crippled without Lake
Oswego’s Sustainability Coordinator position. 

Because I care about our future quality of life, I strongly urge the Budget Committee to keep LO’s
sustainability effort including the Sustainability Coordinator position.

Mick Mortlock, 1st Addition

Gregory Monahan inside Palisades May  1, 2013,  3:05 PM

1.	Do not limit property taxes if our budget is truly unsustainable even though it is balanced. The extra
$800,000 of revenue for the General Fund will mean a lot to the City while the extra $50 of property
tax for the average homeowner will mean very little.
2.	Do not eliminate the position of Sustainability Planner (aka Sustainability Coordinator).  The
Sustainability Coordinator acts as a catalyst to help move the City towards a sustainable future. While
a fine idea in principal, the many functions that the Sustainability Coordinator performs cannot be
effectively distributed to others. It takes someone with a deep background in the principles,
technologies and resources of sustainability to be truly effective. Following are a partial list of why the
Sustainability Coordinator position should be retained in the City Manager’s Office:
a.	The sustainability coordinator helps save the city money by:
i.	Providing a single knowledgeable resource within the city government who can help the various city
departments reduce energy and waste to achieve  operational cost savings and obtain grant money
for these efforts. For example, using federal energy efficiency and conservation block grant funds
managed by the Sustainability Coordinator, the City was able to retrofit outdoor lights at several City
facilities to increase energy efficiency, visibility and safety, and to comply with the City’s dark sky
ordinance for public facilities, resulting in 56 light fixtures replaced with high efficiency LEDs (on
existing poles), for a 61% energy reduction resulting in approximately $88 a month in energy savings
(about 1,500 kWh of electricity).
ii.	Help the city think strategically about preparing for the future which will certainly include higher
energy costs.
iii.	Developing a high efficiency building policy for the city which will reduce the cost of maintenance
and operations for new facilities the city will build or renovate over the life of these buildings.
b.	The Sustainability Coordinator saves the citizens of Lake Oswego money and helps make the
overall city more sustainable through the various  programs such as:
i.	Clean Energy Works Oregon rebates when improving the efficiency of our homes. Through effective
partnerships with regional partners, the City was able to provide Lake Oswego homeowners an
additional $500 cash incentive to Clean Energy Works Oregon participants using federal energy
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efficiency and conservation block grant funds.
ii.	The Energy Efficiency on Main Street incentive. In collaboration with Clackamas County, the City
was able to provide cash rebates to Main Street business/building owners to offset some of the cost
of energy efficiency retrofit (also funded through the City’s energy efficiency and conservation block
grant).
iii.	The Solarize West Linn-Lake Oswego program. Working in collaboration with Clackamas County,
the City of West Linn, and numerous volunteers from West Linn and Lake Oswego (including
Sustainability Advisory Board members), the City was able to access federal grant monies (via the
City of Portland) to hire a limited duration project manager to develop a community solarize offering.
The Solarize program provided outreach around home solar installations and access to a bulk solar
system installation program. This limited time offering, which included free solar ready workshops,
resulted in 195 registrants, 102 site surveys, and 13 Solar system sales totaling 66.55 kW of installed
solar capability.
iv.	Commercial organics collection for Lake Oswego businesses. Working through the SAB, the City
has supported Allied Waste’s commercial organics collection program for businesses, providing in
many cases a more cost effective and environmentally sustainable option for food service businesses.

c.	The Sustainability Coordinator supports the Sustainability Advisory Board and makes it more
effective in its outreach and advocacy programs, policy development, and guidance of City
sustainability efforts by providing expert advice and guidance.

Name not shown inside McVey-South Shore May  1, 2013,  3:01 PM

Cut backs to sustainability program funding are short sighted and disappointing to see. As decisions
to maintain the health, beauty and vitality of our city will continue to be the concern of this committee,
without a strategic framework for doing so making decisions about maintenance, land use, budget
and community services will remain tactical and often limited in their impact.  A focus on holistically
sustainable practices (encompassing fiscal, environmental and social responsibility) requires an
informed and resourced City staff and group of committee members. To this end I encourage the
committee to continue funding the sustainability coordinator position and the resources required to
continue with the important work of limiting the impact our community has on the resources we rely
upon.  
As the parent of a pre-schooler and middle schooler, I like to think that my children will grow up and
find Lake Oswego to be an appealing place to live.  If we do not now as citizens illustrate our
commitment to creating a community that respects the environment and resources that they will rely
upon to maintain quality of life, we will not find our children here as they reach adulthood.  These
issues matter to them now and will matter to them then. 
Again, I encourage the committee to reconsider cutting sustainability program funding and support a
property tax increase to do so. 

1 Supporter

Janine Dunphy inside Lake Grove April 30, 2013,  7:59 PM

Dear Budget Committee:
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It is encouraging to see the reductions of non-core services and FTE’s proposed by City Manager
Coffee.  I am in favor of all of them and believe even more could be considered.
In my comments at last week’s Budget meeting, I recommended eliminating any exercise/wellness
classes that are or would be conducted at the Adult Center.  To reiterate – LO is fortunate to have
several excellent health clubs, all of which have classes specifically developed for seniors.   Any
resident who is Medicare eligible and having a MedAdvantage plan from Providence, Kaiser or
Regence has full access to a health club.  In addition, those living in Mountain Park and all senior
retirement centers have health and fitness classes where they live.  I do not believe it is the role of
government to compete with the private sector on anything, especially in the specialized area of
senior health.  That whole aspect of the Adult Center’s efforts and goals should be eliminated and
handled by the professionals in the private sector in Lake Oswego.
In addition, please see that all of the the funds in the Oregon Community Foundation, dedicated to the
ACC,  are used for critical necessities for seniors, such as meals.  In the 1940’s when Senior Centers
first came into being,  the intent was to help low income seniors with basic services.  As with any
government program, that intent has changed and expanded over the years.  I have long believed that
the ACC should go back to the basics and serve only the social service needs of the neediest seniors
in our community.  By doing so, we could certainly reduce their staffing even further than the one
person proposed.  As it is, our staffing far exceeds that of any Center of comparable size and of
Centers serving many more lower income seniors than we have in Lake Oswego.
Please continue to focus on needs versus wants in all departments and services.  I thank all of you for
your efforts.

Name not shown inside Evergreen April 29, 2013,  7:04 AM

My only comment at this time is that, though no one likes to pay them, taxes are necessary to provide
the quality of life we all enjoy.  I believe it would be a mistake to lower the property tax rate as
proposed.  That relataively small cut for every homeowner ($50.00 a year for a home valued at
$350.00) would result in a big loss of City revenue that we can ill afford.  Likewise, any rebate to
residents linked to the water bill is also not advisable.  That money will undoubtedly be needed in the
future. I believe most of us live in Lake Oswego because we enjoy the amenities the City provides and
we should be willing to pay for them.   Core services (including the oft-mentioned street maintenance)
are not what distinguish Lake Oswego and make it a great place to live.

1 Supporter

Name not shown inside Lake Grove April 28, 2013,  6:13 PM

I want to commend the budget committee for the meeting held April 25.  It was informative and well
managed.  There are a few items I would like to address about things I heard during that meeting that
concerned me.

1. The proposed $100 water rebate per utility bill sponsored by Mr. Goodman with suggested funding
from the Wasterwater Fund Balance is not worth pursuing. My water bill this month was about $200.
While I appreciate the gesture from Mr. Goodman....please keep the money for when it is needed to
build or repair something later.
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2. Please take any taxes due to the City. Don't create a crisis when there is not one. Look at
annexation.

3. The golf course is so close to being self sustaining.  The budget committee mentioned the transfers
in from the general fund, but did not address the transfers out to the general fund. Please review both
over the past few years and perhaps cancel both in and out transfers. Let the golf course sustain itself
like any other business. The general fund has taken money from the golf course for years. It was great
when golf was booming. Not so anymore. The suggestion of outsourcing is insane in that this
operation runs on bare bones as it is with a manager/promoter/golf pro/instructor/front desk operator
keeping it all going. The City would have to pay to outsource this operation.

4. When you mention a Parks budget of $9M with a revenue stream of only $1.7M - $1.9M, please
keep in mind what makes up those numbers....the maintenance and upkeep of Foothills, Millennium,
Roehr, Sundeleaf, Westlake, the Walugas and the rest of the 600+ acres of parks and open spaces,
school athletic fields, and city beautification sites brings in $0. The cost of buying 455 Furnace and
the expenses charged to Parks for permits, research, etc. equalling almost $35K add to the expenses
of the Parks department with $0 revenue. The cost of putting on summer concerts, 4th of July
celebration, movies in the park, Farmers' Market and more is huge with miniscule return on revenue.
Both the Skate Park and the Swim Park yield little to no revenue. Luscher Farm and surrounding
properties return little revenue but require management and customer coordination.  When
suggesting that the sports division within Parks is a drain, keep in mind that the almost $100,000
revenues in Athletic Field Fees annually is budgeted at the Parks Department level, so the Sports
Division does not enjoy the benefit of that revenue in the view of its revenues and expenses. 

Mr. Budget Chairman, please understand what you are looking at before rash statements are made.

5. Finally, while we all love baseball, consider what the Parks department needs doing (based on
existing priorities) before shelling out $90K-100K to the "out of the blue request" from Little League
and Pacer ball.

Looking forward to the next meeting. Thanks for caring and sharing.

1 Supporter

Name not shown inside Old Town April 28, 2013,  1:02 PM

It would be of great benefit to the City of Lake Oswego citizens to maintain the current level of City
Services including existing City Staff - even if that means increasing taxes a bit or charging fees for
services.  Our services, parks facilities and recreation opportunities are part of what distinguishes this
great community from others in the region. 

Part of that level of City service is the completion of a Comprehensive Plan that is indeed
comprehensive and aspirational and not just selective to political desires.
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Another important aspect of level of service is planning for the future of the city.  This includes
maintaining the Urban Renewable staff and activities so that the agency can plan for future growth
like Foothills in an inspiring and economically feasible fashion.   

It is also important to consider the community in the broader context of the region.  As LO citizens
age in place, it will be critical to provide alternate transportation modes such as the transit link to
Portland.

Thank you for listening.

1 Attachment
https://pd-oth.s3.amazonaws.com/production/uploads/attachments/11e6gnrtgxao.57q/blob (38.6 KB)

Name not shown inside Lake Grove April 27, 2013,  9:31 PM

We totally agree with the posting from "Inside McVey-South Shore".  It appears to us that all too often
proposals to destroy civic buildings are quick off the mark.  Is the problem deferred maintenance and
a some dating of a structure the reason to tear down and start over?  Our city hall is only 21 years old
and the citizens are told we need to tear down and start over.  Really?  As stated quite well we could
solve this problem more cheaply by some creative thinking.  Our citizens elected new council
members and a new mayor in the last election to implement better fiscal policies and sounder
judgements about what the city is under taking.  We have the previous mayor and council members
complaining already about how the city is going to be dragged down for not following the policies that
were the norm under their administrations.  We would like to see Mayor Studebaker and the new
council have an opportunity to place the city under sounder fiscal policies and a better managing or
our monies.  No more new high schools with severe problems that cost the taxpayer large sums of
money.  Where was the project manager for this building?  Did you wonder why the library proposal
went down to defeat?  We should not put viable commercial enterprises out of business so buildings
more in keeping with "the Lake Oswego image" could be constructed along with a parking garage.
The library yes--commercial businesses no.  Urban renewal districts should also not be used to
construct civic buildings.  Lake Oswego already loses hundreds of thousands of dollars for our school
district due to the urban renewal districts we already have.

2 Supporters

Robert LrChevallier inside Forest Highlands April 27, 2013,  4:05 PM

The best way to pay for increasing infrastructure costs ( water, sewer, roads) is to increase the tax
base.  Lake Oswego has a reputation of being difficult for developers even for quality projects that
improve our community.  (For example it took 18 months of process to approve the replacement
school and parish center for Our Lady of the Lake which adds to the costs of development).
Streamline the development process and let companies and developers know that we are open for
business.  West Linn is adding economic development not cutting it. We have opportunities to
continue redevelopment of our downtown with the proposal for the Wizer block pending in front of
LORA on May 7th. (Retail and luxury apartments). 
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We should continue pursuing development of Foothills as a long range benefit for the city.
Concentrate density in the core commercial areas downtown and Boones Ferry and not in the single
family neighborhoods.

Lake Oswegans  want to stay in the community when they downsize freeing their large home for
families with school age children. Create more opportunities for senior housing close to stores,
churches and public transportation.  Our budget priorities should reflect our vision for the community.
Otherwise the existing tax and rate payers will shoulder all of the burden of the needed infrastructure
improvements.

2 Supporters

Gerry Good inside Evergreen April 27, 2013,  2:31 PM

Here are some thoughts for additional steps to control rising personnel costs. 
Do a whole organization study of our city government particularly focusing on spans of control and
reporting relationships; it would be a great project for the new City Manager. There will likely be
opportunities to "flatten the organization" and combine positions (particularly managerial) so that cost
is reduced while the organization becomes more responsive and lower cost. Challenge someone to
produce savings, not endorse the status quo. Managers can easily manage 6 or more people
depending on the nature of the work; what is the City's actual number of people managed at each
level in the organization?
Have an organizational person (I hate to say this but most likely a consultant is needed) to build a "do
more" attitude and increase productivity among City employees. Many city workers I observe routinely
could be way more productive. Evaluating outsourcing of certain functions and giving city employees
the opportunity to "bid" on the work will help reveal just how low the productivity actually is.
Do more with less consultants. Almost every "project" that is discussed in public brings a call for a
consultant. City employees need to be challenged to do more on their own. If when I was working I
dared to mention a consultant for a project in my field of expertise I would have been given a series of
dirty looks if not more (I know I mentioned consultant above but that is one with expertise I doubt the
City has).

Name not shown inside Old Town April 27, 2013, 12:21 PM

It is time to increase regular funding for the Street Maintenance Program. I disagree that you should
reduce the rate of property taxes so bills remain steady...this then leads you to the " unsustainable"
budget. I am happy to pay for ongoing maintenance AND improvements to our city. Costs for services
rise. Why do you think the services we receive from the City are not worth their cost?  Hold the line on
parks, library, etc. It is time to negotiate for more cost participation in health care by our police and fire
personnel. And time for all the budget tighteners to head to Salem and get some real PERS reform.
Firing people and cutting programs we want in Lake Oswego is wrong- headed.
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1 Supporter

Name not shown inside McVey-South Shore April 27, 2013,  7:44 AM

I question all the "tear down" plans for the SS fire station, City Hall and the Maintenance Building.  If
the decision threshold for tearing down and building new is whether a building is over 40 or so years
old, then many LO homeowners should be leveling our homes!  This is, of course, ludicrous.  Is the
difference that homeowners and taxpayers use our own money while government uses somebody
elses!  Please reconsider this basic premise which drives so much of our public debt/spending. If you
consider this "tear down" approach flawed then the following should also be reconsidered:

1.  What about the current SS Firestation does not work?  It is the least used station of all the LO fire
stations.  Also, if we are honest, only about a third of fire calls are related to smoke or fire while the
rest are EMT calls which should not require the big fire engines and all the cost that goes with the
multiple responders.  

2. City Hall:  Yikes, does anyone read the expensive engineers facilities reports???  City Hall was
deemed safe and repairable by the report of several years ago, yet the official thinking has forged on
with the desire to build a new one at great expense and taxpayer debt.  The "mold" problem was also
addressed in the report and considered to be solvable yet nothing has been done.  Instead, officials
wait until they can claim dire health reasons in order to get a new building.  The other justification for a
new City Hall is space.  But if the Police and 911 (which we used to contract out) were to be moved
into a public safety building (perhaps constructed along with a refurbed SS Firestation on that
property) then the space issue would be moot.

3.  I just don't understand the need for a NEW maintenance building.  My bet is that this idea could
easily fall into the aforementioned "tear down" mentality.  The perception is that there has been not
enough maintenance taking place on our city facilities and properties, and it has nothing to do with
NEEDING a new building but more to do with WANTING a new building.  It may be that the
Maintenance Building could use some maintenance itself.  Try approaching whatever problems that
genuinely exist with the idea of "making do" rather than "making new". 

3 Supporters

Craig Stephens inside Old Town April 26, 2013,  8:45 PM

Suggestions regarding the Proposed Budget Decision Packages
1.)	Do not add $50,000 to the Street Operations budget to establish a right-of-way tree and vegetation
maintenance program, but instead continue to remove dead limbs and potentially hazardous growth
patterns as part of normal operations with a “hot-line” for residents to use to notify the city of required
maintenance and hazard removal.  There is no way to establish that a vegetation maintenance
program contributes in a positive way to “natural resource functions that should be protected and
enhanced” so there are no success criteria and there is no way to validate such a claim!  There is
also a possibility of unintended consequences of over-spray of toxic chemicals as has been
experienced in the past.  Pruning and replacement of street or right-of-way trees should be done
using existing resources in light of the budget constraints relative to other needed programs.
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2.)	Do not “hire a consultant” for $80,000 to “assist the City’s natural resource planner in the
reevaluation of lands currently mapped as sensitive lands and in the preparation of materials for
presentation of an alternative program to Metro” until or unless there are success criteria associated
with the expenditure.  There appear to be several reasons why this would be a waste of money and a
“dead-end” project, starting with the need for any “sensitive lands” program to be consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan and in particular Goal 5 as amended to include the Metro Titles, 3 and 13 in
particular.  As can be seen with Damascus (LCDC demanding that they specifically meet the
Statewide Planning Goals with Metro bringing the case), the compliance required by LCDC is to meet
the statewide planning goals, in this case Goal 5.  Metro will oppose the Plan if that is not done.  Goal
5 requires an “inventory”, not “overlays”.  The inventory should include community-agreed and
necessary Open Space and it should also include a Map showing riparian areas.  This can be done
by Staff.  The proposal to Metro would then be that Lake Oswego will implement Goal 5 for protecting
and enhancing those areas and clearly state this implementation in the Comprehensive Plan.  At that
point, about a year down the road, after adoption of the Comprehensive Plan Update,  a consultant
could be hired, if necessary(!) to help write development code that reflects the Comprehensive Plan
without undue burden on property owners or developers.  The success criteria for this effort would be
clear, it would need to meet Council and Planning approvals and it would replace the overlays and
present regulations with ones that actually meet the Comprehensive Plan requirements.  But first the
Comprehensive Plan must be adopted with the inventory and map and a way to implement on-going
changes to that inventory and map.  I would (of course, as you would expect I would say!) strongly
suggest that the Natural Resources Advisory Board be tasked with maintaining the inventory and map
in conjunction with staff to keep it current and per Council direction.   
3.)	Instead of eliminating positions charged with the responsibility of promoting sustainability, redirect
these positions to carry out the City’s Sustainability Policy in measureable ways, namely as a
volunteer coordinator.  (Cost for FY13-14 $62,000; for FY14-15 $108,000.)  Specifically, for one
element of this job, the Lake Oswego Sustainability Policy has, as a key element, maintaining
Integrated Pest Management (IPM).  Ivan Anderholm has stated that the contract services and city
personnel are meeting a version of Integrated Pest Management but the bill passing through Salem
now (HB3364) establishes Oregon State University (Agricultural faculty, Dr. Jepson in particular) as
the coordination point for IPM and implements a new definition, namely “science-based” IPM that
protects children, pets and the environment with best management practices.  It is suggested that the
new “sustainability/volunteer coordinator/IPM-oversight-and-training position” would coordinate with
OSU IPM and have oversight and help with training for pesticide (training for application is in the
annual budget at $12,000 per year) and other harmful chemical applications and provide field inspect
as to stream pollution, erosion abatement and watershed management so that public property in Lake
Oswego would set a good example.  Help with writing applications for grants for such things as
Metro’s Nature in Neighborhoods program would be another duty of this position.  (Iron Mountain,
Springbrook, Woodmont and Luscher all have home-grown volunteer efforts that need help and
coordination and have been asking for this for years!  The success criteria for this position would be in
terms of the value of the number of hours of volunteers.  Every volunteer group in Lake Oswego, even
beyond the Friends groups, has been asking for this position for years and the payoff is many times
the cost and will replace expenditures for outside contractors while still providing an active
sustainability program but one that is now measureable in equivalent dollars and hours of work to
actively enhance the community rather than simply “educational” in nature. 

Comments on the idea of selling properties that are surplus:  1) As mentioned, sale of properties that
are deeded or that were acquired as Open Space require the proceeds to be spent on similar
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properties and improvements.  2) Properties that were previously identified as Open Space and as
Goal 5 protected because the community designated that they had necessary natural resources have
been reclassified as PNA (Parks and Natural Areas) but in fact there was never a community debate
on removing Goal 5 protections.  I would suggest that in addition to a public hearing per the new
disposal policy for parks that at least the Natural Resource Advisory Board, if not a committee of
citizens, be allowed to investigate the community feeling as to the desire or lack of desire to protect
such a property before disposing or selling it.  3) There is really no need for large CIP expenditures.
Those indicated in the Parks Plan 2025 (referred to on page I-5 of the Proposed Budget) and the
Luscher Area Master Plan was not considered by the committees that aided in putting these plans
together.  The projected price tags for the proposed improvements are far beyond anything that is
necessary to simply maintain the open spaces as a natural area.  (As a reference for cost-effective
open space and natural area restoration, and for using Integrated Pest Management while doing it, I
suggest noting examples of the work Metro has done in areas where one of the objectives was to
reduce the management costs long term.)   Please consider these factors before selling any open
space properties that are “unused” but valuable as natural areas for public enjoyment for now and
future generations.

Comment on selling the WEB:  1) It is clear that we need and use this building right now, not to
mention in the future, and we need the north end of the property for building a new police/911
seismically secure building in a cost effective manner.  2) It is also clear that some consider this a
horrible on-going waste of money and will try to make anyone deciding to keep the building and utilize
it regret their decision.  Since the Council has determined to resolve the question this year, I suggest
you come up with some way to threaten to split the baby and hope that this will finally move the
community to understand that one of these two opinions has to be set aside.  I would suggest that the
money involved is not the most important part of this decision, doing the right thing is.

Comment on Economic Development:  As Chair Berg said clearly, the objectives have to be set and
measurable results monitored in order to pursue economic development.  To add to that I would
suggest an integrated approach with building on the platform of successful companies already in Lake
Oswego and on the educational expertise of nearby institutions of higher learning.  To be more
specific I suggest that economic development be anything but ignored and that it target a type of
business that builds family-wage jobs.  The healthcare industry and computer graphics industry are
two areas represented in Lake Oswego now that would make a good starting target for
knowledgeable and sustained economic development efforts.  

In short I think some thought should be given to strengthening Economic Development, focusing it
and measuring results.  Lack of results should not justify “pulling the plug”.  Lack of results should
lead to questions about the target and level of effort and generate renewed and continuing effort.
Easy to say, hard to do.  But since we have more than our share of both higher learning institutions
nearby and existing successful companies here in Lake Oswego, we know we can do it if we set our
mind to it.  Please make sure this is adequately funded in the budget including self-measurement and
management by objectives.    I believe that City Manager Coffee has said that the budget is adequate
for this but oversight seems missing now. 

Overall Comment:  Thank you for providing clarity and allowing comment.  This is admirable as is the
process of deliberation by the Citizen’s Budget Committee.  Thank you!
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